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Abstract5

This research aims at demonstrating how to manage the relationship between central banks6

and Islamic banks, a sample has been taken and the Central Bank of Jordan and Islamic7

banks operating in Jordan, through addressing the tools of the Central Bank of Jordan control8

of Islamic banks operating in Jordan and the use of a comparative approach between Islamic9

banks and conventional banks and the fundamental differences between them to clarify more10

some things in general and the legislation governing the work Islamic banks in Jordan, and11

finally the most important problems facing Islamic banks with central banks. In this research,12

we have concluded that Islamic banks are supervised and controlled in the framework of the13

unified approach, despite this, it is achieving remarkable success and it will continue to14

progress and consolidate its steps despite the difficulties and internal and external obstacles,15

the research was concluded with a number of recommendations for Islamic banks to invest16

their money in more investments and expand in other Shariah formulas and qualify employees17

and develop their skills, and recommendations of the Central Bank of Jordan may contribute18

to the Central Bank of Jordan to amend some of the control tools and the introduction of new19

elements in favor of Islamic banks and the creation of new investments in line with them,20

which may lead to the investment of Islamic banks excess liquidity, which is reflected in21

increasing profitability and increase the proportion of returns distributed On the accounts of22

its customers and work to separate the data and information in the reports and bulletins23

related to Islamic banks.24

25

Index terms— management, monetary, authority, Jordan.26

1 Introduction27

he banking system is considered one of the most important organs in the economy because it provides financing28
for the various investment and consumer needs resulting from its role as a financial intermediary that transfers29
the surplus achieved by the savers category to investors and individuals who suffer from the shortage of financial30
resources.31

The banking sector in any economic system consists of two main parties, the Central Bank as the highest in32
the monetary system of the State, which is responsible for the supervision and control of the total commercial33
banks, which intermediates financially between the public savers and investors, at the beginning of the seventies34
of the last century, the banking sector in a number of Arab and Islamic countries faced appearance of a new type35
of commercial banks called the participating banks, and in a period not exceeding thirty years, Islamic banking36
has achieved many economic and social achievements as a result of the great development in Islamic banking by37
the increasing number of Islamic financial institutions .38

The banking sector has become an independent entity and a distinct personality, which qualified it to occupy39
an advanced position in the world economy, that has achieved a continuous growth in the volume of business40
despite its modernity and even prestigious Western banks began to apply Islamic banking, which shows the41
ability of Islamic banking systems to work efficiently in all developed societies, Which seeks progress regardless42
of religious difference. This unique financing system works very effectively alongside traditional banks in many43
developed countries and progressive countries in both the market economy and other economies.44
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8 B) PREVIOUS STUDIES

2 II.45

3 Research Problem46

There is a central Bank in each country, also called the State Bank at the top of the banking system and some47
are called the Bank of Banks, which authorizes him to use the means of control over all banks operating in the48
traditional and Islamic state such as mandatory cash reserve, legal liquidity, credit ceilings, re-discount and other49
monetary policies which negatively affect the rest of Islamic banks. Islamic banks agree with traditional banks50
in mobilizing their financial resources and then re-investing them more effectively in the general economic life,51
but they differ with them as dealing with interest in taking and giving that aiming to achieve a public benefit52
for the Islamic society based on ethical and humanitarian foundations, so it is a nonprofit organization as much53
as it aims to achieve educational and social values, hence, the problem with the procedures, laws and regulations54
of financial supervision on Islamic banks by the Central Bank.55

4 a) Research Importance56

This paper discusses the relationship between the Central Bank of Jordan and the Islamic banks in Jordan and57
the role it plays in the Islamic economy, that the central banks regulate the banking sector in terms of the control58
means over the operation of commercial banks and Islamic banks in addition to other means such as inspection,59
field supervision, guidance and consultations, which are called literary means, hence, we address the problem of60
supervision of the Central bank on Islamic banks.61

5 b) Research Goals62

The purpose of this study is to clarify the relationship between Islamic banks and the Central Bank of Jordan,63
so it can be summarized in:64

6 Research Methodology65

Based on the study of laws, regulations and policies issued by the Central Bank, which regulates the work of66
Islamic banks and conventional banks, and through interviews and reports on the Central Bank’s website and67
supervision of Islamic banks through the supervision department of the banking system in the Central Bank,68
and follow the descriptive approach to reach to logical results supporting the theoretical hypotheses presented in69
this study. In practice, the Islamic banks in Jordan were applied to analyze the relationship between the Central70
Bank and Islamic banks, where the tools and laws of control and the use of a comparative approach between71
conventional banks and Islamic banks in order to clarify some things in general.72

7 a) Information Gathering73

The information was collected from books, periodicals and published researches, as well as from laws, legislations74
and reports on the website of the Central Bank of Jordan via Internet.75

8 b) Previous studies76

The study (Dr. Hussein Kamel Fahmy 2006) entitled: monetary policy tools used by central banks in the Islamic77
economy In this paper the researcher tried to evaluate the monetary policy tools currently applied in Islamic78
countries, whether in the traditional form now recognized by most monetary departments in the world as a whole79
or in forms of the new Islamic proposed by many researchers interested in issues of Islamic economics and Islamic80
banks, in the light of all the provisions and rules governing Islamic banking as well as the economical foundations81
and rules of monetary theory. One of the most important conclusions after the analysis is that due to the different82
nature of the rules and rules that govern the foundations of Islamic banking than the traditional banking rules are83
not suitable in their current form to apply to the Islamic, and that the proposed Islamic monetary instruments84
by some researchers interested in issues of the Islamic economy is also not suitable for application in light of the85
current Islamic banking and monetary structure. Study (Dr. Mahmoud Hussein Al-Wadi) entitled: Regulatory86
and economic effects that the Central Bank’s control over deposits and credit in banks is one of the most important87
roles of the Central Bank to control the money supply and maintain the rights of depositors and the stability of88
the national currency. However, the practice of this control by the Central Bank has created problems between89
central banks and Islamic banks. Study (Dr. Mahmoud Hussein Al-Wadi) entitled: Regulatory and economic90
effects that the Central Bank’s control over deposits and credit in banks is one of the most important roles of91
the Central Bank to control money supply, preserve the rights of depositors and stabilize the national currency,92
and islamic banks are subject to such supervision. However, the practice of this control by the Central Bank has93
created problems between central banks and Islamic banks due to the negative impact of this control on Islamic94
banks because of the nature of their deposits and financing methods and privacy. The understanding of central95
banks of investment deposits and financing instruments in Islamic banks will enable them to apply more effective96
controls, and to achieve the interest and develop the economy, because it will help in pushing and stimulating97
Islamic banks to return to the most important goal that was established for it is the activation of financing tools98
based on participation and speculation, this leads to controlling money supply and finding a balance between99
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money supply and commodity supply. And increase results and real national income. A study (Faleh Bader100
Al-Subaie for the year 2008) entitled Legal supervision of Islamic banks that the control exercised by central101
banks on conventional and Islamic banks are of the utmost importance, as a result, most countries in the world102
give central banks wide powers to control the business of commercial banks, as the primary responsibility for103
the implementation of monetary policy objectives. Islamic banks are currently supervised and controlled within104
the framework of the Standardized Approach based on the 1988 Basel Convention on capital adequacy and the105
attached Supervisory framework contained in the Basic Principles, we found in this study that Islamic banks106
have made a successful start, and it is hoped that they will continue to progress and consolidate their steps in107
the future despite the difficulties and obstacles faced by internal and external.108

IV.109

9 Central Banks110

The history of central banks shows that the purpose of the establishment of the central bank was different111
according to different countries and their circumstances. But the role of these banks in the past was focused on112
issuing cash and securing the state’s financial reserves and liquidity to banks a) Central Bank Functions113

The most important functions of central banks are to control the amount of cash offered and also to prevent114
the collapse of banks, as they have other functions, they play the role of adviser for governments particularly115
with regard to international finance the main reason for the establishment of central banks is the intervention116
of governments in all economic activities and their desire to maintain monetary stability and manage issuance117
operations ensuring the convertibility of national currencies and advancing the process of economic growth in118
accordance with the general economic policy of these Governments. The most important functions of central119
banks are to control the amount of cash offered and also to prevent the collapse of banks, as they have other120
functions, they play the role of adviser for governments the main reason for the establishment of central banks121
is the intervention of governments in all economic activities and their desire to maintain monetary stability and122
manage issuance operations. Ensuring the convertibility of national currencies and advancing the process of123
economic growth in accordance with the general economic policy of these Governments. The functions of central124
banks are generally summarized as follows:125

1. Regulating the size of money in proportion to the needs of business and individuals in general, and then126
granting the right of issuance on its own. 2. Performing governmental and agency banking operations. 3.127
Maintaining the cash needs of commercial banks. 4. Manage the country’s foreign currency reserves.128

10 Granting banks credit facilities in many forms129

whether through lending, re-discounting of their assets from commercial papers, or re-lending, that central bank130
performing its role as a bank of banks or as a last lender. 6. Settlement of payments between banks through131
clearing. 7. Control of credit to be in general conformity with the economic needs in a quantity and quality, and132
in the meantime, implement of monetary policy adopted by the government (2).133

11 b) Characteristics of Central Banks134

Central banks have a number of characteristics that distinguish them from other banks. The Central Bank does135
not deal with the public, does not accept deposits thereof, nor shall it grant credit facilities. deals only with136
commercial and specialized banks, the state and public institutions only (3). It solely responsible for the power137
to issue legal currency and maintain the stability of the currency. It acts as a financial agent of the State without138
any other banks. Supervises and directs the banking system in the interest of the national economy. The Central139
Bank is sole committee in the monetary and banking system and shall not be challenged by any other institution140
or body for the performance of its functions or roles. Central banks are mostly state-owned and may be in some141
countries as a joint stock company in which the state owns the bulk of its shares, to ensure control, the US Federal142
Reserve is owned by the 12 banks that make up the Federal Reserve System, and the Swiss National Bank is143
owned by 62% of sectors, While the central banks of Australia, Belgium, Chile, Mexico, Turkey and Japan are144
in the form of joint stock companies, in which the state owns at least 50% of the shares (1).145

12 c) The establishment of the Central Bank of Jordan146

The Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) started its operations in 1964 in accordance with its 1959 law and its147
amendments to replace the monetary council, which was established in 1950, where the latter’s functions were148
limited in keeping the dinar’s cover from sterling pounds while the monetary council did not exercise any tasks149
related to directing monetary policy and controlling banks. Recognizing the importance of the need for a central150
bank to perform the traditional functions of central banks, the Hashemite leadership issued the Central Bank151
Law No. 23 of 1971, and Article 3 of the law granted the bank independence to enable it to perform its functions152
efficiently.153
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18 E) DIVERSIFICATION OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

13 d) Objectives of the Central Bank154

The objectives of the Bank are set forth in Article 4 of the Central Bank Law to maintain monetary stability,155
to ensure the convertibility of the dinar and thus promote sustainable economic growth in accordance with the156
general economic policy of the government and be as follows (1). 1. Maintaining the country’s monetary stability,157
for example, in cases of inflation, it reduces the money supply by practicing monetary policy and vice versa in158
case of deflation. 2. Regulating the issuance of cash and coins (monopolizing the process of issuing cash).159

14 Maintain reserves (commercial legal banks) to160

stabilize the value of the currency in Jordan and the dinar prices abroad. 4. Act as a bank for the government and161
also for licensed banks and designated lending institutions. 5. Monitor licensed banks to ensure the soundness of162
their financial position and guarantee the rights of depositors and shareholders 6. Encouraging economic growth163
in accordance with the general economic policy of the State (2).164

V.165

15 The Islamic a) First: Definition of Islamic Banks166

Many writers found it very difficult to come up with a specific definition of the bank, In many writings there are167
many definitions, if not very different in intent, but they came to known for business. There are those who knew168
it as:169

(A social development investment banking financial institution based on adherence to the principles of Islam,170
its provisions and the realization of its goals; the Islamic Bank attracts and effectively mobilizes cash resources171
from the community to ensure its growth within the framework of Islamic Shari’a, and in the service of the nation’s172
people and the development of its economy .Also defined by the Agreement Establishing the International Union173
of Islamic Banks as (those banks or institutions established by the law which is expressly committed not to deal174
with interest (usury) in giving and taking, according to the principles of Sharia. The definition of the Islamic175
Bank in the ”economics of money, banking and international trade” as (a banking institution whose purpose is176
to collect money and savings from all who do not want to deal with usury ”interest” and then work to employ177
them in various areas of economic activity as well as providing various banking services to customers consistent178
With Islamic law and achieves support for the goals of economic and social development in society. (2)179

16 b) Significant differences between Islamic and conventional180

banks181

The main task of commercial banks is to pool the available financial resources and provide the means to invest182
them, ie to act as a financial intermediary, the difference is in the means, but the goals are not different. Below183
we will discuss the most important differences between Islamic and conventional banks:c) Goals184

The variation in goals comes at the forefront of the differences, while the conventional bank’s goal is to maximize185
the wealth of owners, the Islamic Bank, in addition to its efforts to regulate the wealth of owners, also aims to186
maximize the wealth of depositors, as well as the goal of economic and social development of Muslim communities,187
by giving priority to investing depositors’ money in projects that contribute to the desired development. The188
Islamic Bank also seeks to achieve several social goals, such as achieving justice in the distribution of wealth, and189
providing aid to the poor with donations and good loans in addition to fighting monopoly and speculation.190

17 d) The relationship between the bank and its customers:191

The classification of deposits is almost identical between Islamic and conventional banks, but the difference is192
in the obligation to return the deposit (1). The current deposit is a trust that the bank is obliged to refund193
on demand without paying interest. As for the investment deposit, the Islamic bank is not obligated to return194
it or to guarantee a certain return to the depositor, even the depositors alone bear the losses resulting from195
the investment of their funds without the participation of the bank in them, Except in cases where the loss is196
caused by mismanagement because the relationship between the applicant and the bank is not a creditordebtor197
relationship ,and branching from that relationship the depositor’s knowledge of the amount of income generated198
by the deposit with the conventional bank; but the applicant in the Islamic Bank cannot know what ends up199
.The applicant in the Islamic Bank cannot know what ends up, as for the relationship with the users of the funds,200
the Islamic Bank has a relationship with the users of its funds speculative relationship, they have ????? and201
they have ?,???? where the exception is speculative operations, in which the bank is determined a certain profit202
margin on the funds invested regardless of whether the user made a profit from the commodity or not (2). The203
traditional bank’s relationship with the users of funds is limited in lending against pre-determined interest, but204
the activity of unauthorized sale or purchase of trade is to protect the depositors’ funds.205

18 e) Diversification of Investment Activities206

While the main activity of commercial banks is investment banking in lending, Islamic banking activities are207
characterized by diversity, such as contributing to the establishment of companies operating in activities that do208
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not contradict with Islamic law, and directing part of its resources to invest directly in fixed and movable assets.209
While the conventional bank is not on the same footing as banking legislation obliges the conventional bank to210
direct the bulk of its financial resources to invest in loans and securities, in particular bonds need to maintain an211
adequate level of liquidity to meet customer withdrawals (2).212

19 f) Relationship with the Central Bank213

Conventional banks can resort to the Central Bank to request a loan when they need liquidity and are unable to214
provide them from other sources, while Islamic banks can not resort to it for the same purpose as they refuse to215
deal on the basis of interest, as the Central Bank refuses to provide loans without interest, even if it accepts to216
offer good loans to Islamic banks on the basis of the principle of participation, the nature of loans provided by the217
central bank short-term may extend for a few days, which makes it difficult in practice to apply that principle.218

20 g) Control of the Bank’s Activity219

The activity of conventional banks is subject to the control of the owners representing the general assembly of220
shareholders. The Islamic Bank is not limited to the control of its activities on the owners and the government,221
but there is also the supervision of Shari’a and depositors control, which did not adopted by any of the Islamic222
banks. Shari’a Supervision is represented by Shari’a Board formed by the General Assembly or the Board of223
Directors, and is designed to ensure that the Bank’s operations are in line with the requirements of Islamic224
Shari’a.225

21 h) Central Bank Control Instruments on Licensed Banks226

in Jordan 1. Regulating the quantity, quality and cost of credit to respond to the requirements of economic227
growth and monetary stability. 2. Act as a bank for licensed banks. 3. Monitor banks to ensure the soundness228
of their financial position and guarantee the rights of depositors and shareholders.229

The Central Bank uses these Instruments through the following tools:230
First: Mandatory Cash Reserve: Article (42) of the Central Bank of Jordan Law No. 23 of 1971 and its231

amendments shall regulate the methods of how the Central Bank of Jordan dealing with the mandatory cash232
reserve which imposed on licensed banks. Paragraph (A) of this Article states that ”The Central Bank of Jordan233
has to require licensed banks to deposit cash reserves ”The Central Bank of Jordan shall require the licensed banks234
to deposit a mandatory cash reserve with a percentage or percentages of their various deposits, this percentage235
shall not be less than 5% and not more than 35% of it, the Central Bank may deposit the obligatory cash reserve236
in a current account or in the form of a notice or term deposit withdrawal from this account shall not be allowed237
to exceed the prescribed percentage with the approval of the Central Bank of Jordan. The Central Bank has to238
asked the licensed banks to maintain the mandatory cash reserve by 60% in the form of a deposit subject to two239
days notice and 40% in the form of a current account, also the Central Bank also set the rate applicable to banks240
at 8% as of 1/1/2002,In light of the Central Bank’s implementation of the immediate gross adjustments system,241
the Central Bank of Jordan decided to integrate the requirements of the mandatory cash reserve in the current242
account so that the bank’s balance will appear including the minimum amount not to be disposed of (80%) and243
not to allow the bank’s actual balance to fall below, this limit shall be calculated by the Central Bank of Jordan244
as a monetary fine not exceeding 1% of the shortfall value for each day the shortage continues (2).245

Second: Legal Liquidity: The application of this ratio to Islamic banks may achieve the desired purpose in246
part, but this could lead to the disruption of another part of the funds deposited in Islamic banks as a speculation247
(for the purpose of investment), because the Islamic Bank had to maintain the required liquidity ratio even if248
most of its deposits are investment.249

The objective of this ratio is to ensure that the Bank is able to meet its obligations in sudden withdrawals250
and that the Central Bank does not take into account the nature of investment deposits, especially restricted251
investment deposits, which are added to the ratio, although they are usually invested for a relatively long period.252
In general, it can be said about the use of the cash reserve ratio and the general liquidity ratio, that this ,difference253
between the nature of investment accounts in Islamic banks and investment accounts in conventional banks is254
represented in the deposit of the first on the depositors themselves, as for, the second is an obligation on the255
conventional bank, which requires maintaining a certain degree of liquidity to meet this obligation, unlike Islamic256
banks (1).The Central Bank of Jordan has set the minimum legal liquidity ratio that banks must adhere to by257
30%.258

Third: Credit/Deposit Ratio: The Central Bank aims by impose this ratio to determine the percentage of credit259
granted by licensed banks to the size of their deposits so that the credit does not exceed a certain percentage has260
ranged between 70% -90% during the period from 1974 to 1995 depending on the prevailing economic conditions,261
and the Central Bank abolished this ratio in 1995 as part of its drive to adopt an indirect approach to the262
management of monetary policy (2).263

Fourth: Upper limits and Credit Concentrations The policy or instrument of credit Upper limits took a264
prominent place among the monetary weapons adopted by the Central Bank in 1992, when the Central Bank265
had to adjust the size of credit facilities within the limits and lines decided by the economic correction program,266
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23 J) THE PROBLEMS FACED BY ISLAMIC BANKS WITH CENTRAL
BANKS

and he has limited the amount of credit facilities granted in dinars and foreign currencies by licensed banks to267
no more than ten times its capital and reserves.268

The facilities here are loans, advances, current accounts receivable in various forms, discounted bills and any269
other direct facilities.270

Lack of capital and reserves have facilities here means loans and advances and current accounts receivable in271
various forms and discounted bills of exchange and any other direct facilities Banks’ investments in bonds and272
equities, while capital and reserves refer to paid -up capital, compulsory and voluntary reserves and retained273
earnings. The facilities here are loans, advances, current accounts receivable in various forms, discounted bills274
and any other direct facilities, and the facilities here are loans, advances, current accounts receivable in various275
forms, discounted bills and any other direct facilities, while banks’ investments in bonds and equities, while276
capital and reserves refer to paid-up capital, compulsory and voluntary reserves and retained earnings (1).277

Fifth: Interest Rate: The interest rate represents the amounts charged by banks for providing loans and278
facilities to their customers, so if the monetary policy aims to reduce the size of credit, the central bank raises279
the interest rate to becomes high borrowing costs and thus reduce customers’ demand for loans and thus shrink280
credit operations and vice versa if the central bank wants to increase the volume of credit and works to reduce281
the interest rate becomes low cost Relatively encouraging customers to apply for loans, that banks are working282
to expand the granting of credit facilities. The Central Bank of Jordan does not intervene in determining the283
interest rate paid by licensed banks on customer deposits or those charged on credit facilities, but has left banks284
free to set interest rates as of 1990 (2).285

Sixth: Rediscount price: The central bank can influence the size of the credit by changing the discount rate,286
that raising the discount rate means instructing banks to restrict credit and reducing the discount rate, means287
instructing banks to expand credit. The discount rate is the interest rate at which commercial banks deal with288
the central bank, so if a commercial bank wants to increase its cash balances, it will resort to the Central Bank289
for re-discounting some commercial papers and bonds in its possession in accordance with the conditions specified290
for the discount operations by the Central Bank of Jordan and the Central Bank shall deduct them on the basis291
of the interest rate set by it, and we call this discount price .If the central bank raises the discount rate, the292
commercial banks transfer this burden on their customers by raising the interest rate on loans, which reduces293
the desire of individuals to obtain credit and thus shrink the volume of credit and vice versa if the central bank294
cut the discount rate, and also the discount rate at the Central Bank of Jordan in September 2002 was 5% (1).295

22 i) The legislation governing the work of Islamic banks in296

Jordan297

The new law of the Banking Law No. 28 of 2000 sets out the objectives of the Islamic Bank, that provide banking298
services and non-interest-based financing and investment, as well as to provide services aimed at reviving forms299
of social solidarity organized on the basis of mutual benefit. The law has dealt with matters that should be taken300
into account in the practice of Islamic banking, taking into account that such activities are in accordance with301
the approved jurisprudential opinions and that these activities are not based on interest.302

23 j) The problems faced by Islamic banks with central banks303

The most prominent problems faced by most Islamic banks with central banks are the following: In the light of304
this tendency to the application of Shariah forms of dealing more closely to the applications of traditional banks305
such as current accounts and savings and for notice and for the time in the area of attracting funds, and similar306
forms of financing that do not require effort, follow-up and supervision, such as the sale of Murabaha, which does307
not differ in the procedures followed in lending with ribabased banks (1). 1308
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and conventional banks were paid interest from this
reserve, and Islamic banks lost the opportunity to
invest this percentage and consequently the profits
of depositors and shareholders were affected.
2. Legal Liquidity that the Central Bank of Jordan
imposes a liquid percentage of assets on each
bank, which reaches from 20% to 30%, and by
studying the components of this ratio we find that
the numerator includes cash in the fund and
balances with the Central Bank and others, as well
as treasury bills and governmental bonds, all based
on interest (1) and suggest that stocks be
considered as components of the ratio rather than
governmental bonds because it does not depend
on educational dealings, also it fulfills the demand
for security and financial ease in managing of funds
in Islamic banks (2).
3. Credit and investment ratios that central banks set a
ceiling for the total credit granted by the bank, and
when applying such ceilings to Islamic banks, it is
necessary to apply only to all debts to customers as
a result of various financing operations, also central
banks impose ceilings on Islamic banks in
investments, like sharing, owning real estate and
owning shares, it is sometimes necessary for the
Islamic Bank to own a whole company to carry out
its various investments, therefore, imposing ratios
on these investments injustice to Islamic banks.
4. The problem of the administrative apparatus that the
cadres of Islamic banks have been brought from
conventional banks, and it was not easy for them to
move to financial, commercial and investment
operations of the kind required by the Islamic Deep
Bank, with the implications of such operations
Branches and details, And what it requires of the
specialized agencies, authorities, and compliance
with the instructions of the supervisory authorities.

Figure 1:

VII. Recommendations
1.

Figure 2:
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23 J) THE PROBLEMS FACED BY ISLAMIC BANKS WITH CENTRAL
BANKS
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